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SEE ERS, RB is noted that McMillan is a free-lance writer ‘who ‘appeared oo B in the'o office of Mr. Thomas E. Bishop, Assistant Director of the FBI Crime we? cA Records Division, on June 4, 1968. He requested information concerning. -.. 
ite James Earl Ray for a book he was writing about the latter, and he was in- ...- e formed that no assistance could be given him since investigation of Ray was an he continutng, . , oo 

bs mee "Our files also disciose that McMillan was the author of an ae article entitled "The Birmingham Church Bombing," which appeared in . "The Saturday Evening Post” issue of June 6, ‘1964, and that he also authored © another article, "Racial Violence and Law Enforcement, “which was pub- “I lished in pamphlet form by the Southern Regional Council, which has! a 
7 allegedly been affiliated with the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, ae an organization cited as subversive by the House Committee on Un-American on 3] Activities (now known ag the House Committee on Internal Security), On = ‘ |several occasions during the past few years, McMillan has contacted several 
FBI Field Offices for information in connection with artic es he was writing 
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| mgt - I have received your letter of August 14, 1970, raed 
iss. requesting Information for a book you are writing about James Earl pve,“ “> Ray, convicted assass{n of Dr. Martin Luther King. 
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. James Earl Ray for Little, Brown and Company~= the shape and approach of my book are known ~ ° 
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= I write you to ask whether the 
time has not perhaps arrived when you can 
release more information about Ray? He . 
seems to be about through with his procedures 
for appeals The last one may.bde his poste 
conviction hearing which is to be held in 
Memphis on September 2, 1970. =» 

. If this appeal is turned own, . 
would it be appropriate for me to submit a 
list of questions to you which I need 
answered to prepare a useful biography |of: 
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